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A BAIRE SPACE EXTENSION

r. a. mccoy

Abstract. A characterization of Baire spaces is given. Using

this characterization, it is shown that every topological space is a

dense subspace of some compact Baire space.

If X and F are topological spaces and if A" is a dense subspace of Y,

then Y will be called an extension of X. If Y has property P, then it will

be called a P extension of A'. Many people have investigated, for various

nonhereditary properties P, the classes of spaces having P extensions.

For example, every Tychonoff space has a compact, Hausdorff extension,

and every Hausdorff space has an //-closed extension [3]. An //-closed

(or absolutely closed) space is a Hausdorff space such that every open filter

base has a cluster point. Since a compact Hausdorff space is a Baire space,

then every Tychonoff space has a Tychonoff, Baire space extension. A

Baire space is a space such that every nonempty open subset is of second

category in the space. Herrlich gave an example in [2] of an //-closed space

(in fact a minimal Hausdorff spacej which is of first category in itself and

hence not a Baire space. Therefore there exist Hausdorff spaces which have

no Hausdorff Baire space extensions. In the Corollary to Theorem 3, we

see that every topological space has a compact Baire space extension.

We shall u$e the following characterization of Baire spaces, which is

similar to a characterization given in [1] of spaces of second category in

themselves.

Theorem 1. X is a Baire space if and only if every countable point finite

open cover of X is locally finite at a dense set of points.

Proof. Suppose that X is a Baire space. Let <^={£/,} be a countable

point finite open cover of X, and let U be a nonempty open subset of X.

Then U is of second category in X. Assume that W is not locally finite at

any point of U. Let "K={FJ, where each V^UfCMJ. Then each open set

in U intersects infinitely many members of 1r. Let to be the set of natural

numbers, and let ^V={N\N^w and w\N is finite}, which is countable.

Let {N^iew} be a well ordering of JT. For each i, define A'4=

Bd[U {V^jeNi)]. Each A", is closed and IntX(— 0, so that each Xt is
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nowhere dense. Let xeU. There exists an integer k such that x is in the

members of [Vf\iem\Nk}, but not in the other members of V. Let V be an

open set containing .v. Then V intersects some members of {Vf\jeNk}. But

since xeU {Vs\jeNk}, then xeXk. This says that i'= U/ , UnX^ which

contradicts U being of second category in X.

Conversely, suppose that every countable point finite open cover of X is

locally finite at a dense set of points. Let U be a nonempty open subset of

X. Assume that U is of first category in X. Then U={j'^L\Xi, where

Int X,= 0 for each i. Let U0=X, and for each i, let t/,= f/\UJ==i^-. Let

J?/={U0, Ux, which is a countable point finite open cover of X. Then

there exists an xeU such that J)t is locally finite at x. So there is an open set

V such that xeV<^ U and V intersects only finitely many members of Jli'.

But V is not contained in U,=1 Xs for each i. Then V must intersect

every member of $f, which is a contradiction.

Lemma. Let .3$ be a base for the topological space X. If X is not a Bai re

space, then there exist a countable point finite collection {Uf, of open subsets

of X and a countable collection {Bt}<=:@ such that BkC\([\\^x U{)

for every k.

Proof. By Theorem 1. there exist a countable point finite open cover

f={Vii of Xand an open subset V of X such that "/'is not locally finite at

any point of V. Let B^e.^ be contained in V. There exists an integer i, such

that Bxr\Vs . Let B.,eä# be contained in 2?,n V{. Proceeding by in-

duction, suppose we have defined distinct {/,,•••, in_x} and {Bx, • • •, Bn} c

3% such that Bk<=Bk_xr\((\*Z\ Vf) for every 2_/c_n. Then since i~ is not

locally finite in V, there exists an integer /„ distinct from the elements of

Uu ' " , in-i}such that ßn<^v<^ 0 • Let Bn+is& De contained in Bnr\ Vtn.

Thus 5„+1c^n(nj=i K,). so that {£,} is therefore defined by induction.

For each j, take U{— Vh. Then {£/,■} and {B{} satisfy the conclusion of the

Lemma.

An open filter J*- on a space X is a nonempty collection of nonempty

open subsets of X satisfying:

(a) If U, V<S&, then Un Ve&.
(b) If Ue? and V is an open set containing U, then VbF. An open

ultrafilter is an open filter which is maximal in the collection of open

filters. An open filter IF is free if f]-F=0.

Theorem 2.   //A' ii not a Bai re space, then X has a free open ultrafilter.

Proof.   Let {Ut} and {/j,} be defined as in the Lemma. Then {Bt} is an

open filter base on X. Let 4/ be an open ultrafilter on X containing

Since f)<-i    - H^i ^ and       is point finite, then p|t-i      0. There-

fore P|       3> s0 that % is free.
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The following construction is similar to the Katetov extension found for

example in [3] and [4].

Let X be a topological space, and let F be a set of open filters on X. Let

XF be the disjoint union of X and F. For each open U in X, let U* =

t/ufJ^eFl I7&F}. Note that (Ur\ V)*= U*nV* for every open U and V
in X, and <f>* = 0. Let XF have the topology generated by the base 9&=

{U*\U is open in X}. Clearly A" is a dense subspace of XF.

Theorem 3.  If F is any of the following sets,

(a) all open filters on X,

(b) all open ultrafilters on X,

(c) all free open ultrafilters on X,

then XF is a Baire space.

Proof. We shall prove Theorem 3 for case (c). Assume that XF is not a

Baire space. Let {U{} and {/?,} be denned as in the Lemma for the space XF.

Each B,■— V* for some open V{ in X. Let % be an open ultrafilter on X con-

taining {Vi}. Since fli-i F,c H<-i -B,c f*l."i .C< and {C/J is point finite, then
H<-i F~ 0. Therefore ("1^= 0. so that ^ is free. Hence WeF. Since each

Vt&W, then %eV*=Bi. Thus *en£i c fii-i c/i= 0 ■ This contradiction
establishes that XF is a Baire space.

Corollary. Every topological space is a dense subspace of some

compact Baire space.

Proof. If A" is a topological space, let XF be the one-point compacti-

fication of XF, where Fis any of the sets given in the statement of Theorem

3. Since XF is a dense open subspace of XF, and XF is a Baire space, then

XF must be a Baire space.

Theorem 4. Let F be the set of all free open ultrafilters on X, and let f be

a continuous function from X into a T3-space Y such that f (X) is dense in Y.

Then there exists a subspace Z of YF containing X and a continuous function

g from Z onto Y such that g\x—far>d g\z\x is a homeomorphism fromZ\X

onto Y\f(X). Furthermore, iff is a homeomorphism then g is a homeomor-

phism.

Proof. For each yeY\f(X), let "f~y be the open filter on F consisting of

all open subsets of F containing y. Let 6UV be an open ultrafilter on X

generated by/~1(1^v). ^y is free since if xeA", then there exists an open set

Fin F with yeV and / (x)$V. Since Vei^, f~l(V)6%. Butx^f-^V), so

that «t, must be free. Let Z=X{J {Wv\yeY\f(X)}. Define g:Z-*Y by

g(x)=f(x) if xeA"and g(%)=y for each yeY\f(X). To see that g is well

defined, let )% and v2 be distinct points of V\f(X). Then there exists an

open U in Y such that \\eU and y2$Ü. Hence Uef^ and Y\DsirH. But

then/'HC/)^ and X\f*{Ü)&H. Therefore %^%t.
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The fact that g is continuous follows from the fact that .V is dense in Z,

the fact that Y is regular, and the fact that for each zeZ the restriction

gjA'LKz} is continuous.

To see that t/j^x is a homeomorphism, let h=g\z\x- y^Y\X, and

let U* contain h~l(y) for some open U in X. Then hrl(y)=*% and Ue%.

Hence f-l(V)<= U for some V&TV. Let y'eV. Then Ve^., so that

f-l{V)e%y,. But then (7e?/v-, so that h-1(y')**%eU'*. Therefore

hr*{V)<=.U*.
Finally, suppose that/is a homeomorphism. Let ye Y, and let U be open

in X such that g^i^eU*. Ifyef (X), then there exists an open V in Y such

that/-1('/')c t7. If-yelY(T), theng-1^)«^^*, so that Ue%y. But then

there exists an open subset V of Y containing y such that f~1(V)c: U. In

either case, let y'eV. If y'ef{X), then g~l(>0Ä/~Hy)e/~HP)c#c

If y'eF\/(A')) then Ke^, so that f~\V)e%y.. Hence Cfe*V, so that
g~Hy')=^'„-eil*. Therefore, since y' is arbitrary, g^rjc U*.

Corollary 1. If X is a T3-space, then every T3-space extension of X

can be embedded as a subspace of XF containing X,

Corollary 2. Let X be a Tychonoff space and Y be a Hausdorff space.

Then Y is a compactification of X if and only if Y can be embedded as a

compact subspace of XF containing X.

We might note that it follows from Corollary 2 that XF is in general not

Hausdorff. In fact if X is //-closed, no subset of XF containing X as a

proper subset is ever Hausdorff. This is because a Hausdorff space X is

//-closed if and only if every embedding of X into a Hausdorff space is a

closed embedding. Therefore if X is an //-closed space which is not a

Baire space (e.g., Herrlich's example in [2]), then A'is a Hausdorff space

which cannot have a Hausdorff Baire space extension. Observe that X

could never be regular, since a regular //-closed space must be compact,

and hence a Baire space. It would be of interest to know whether every

regular space has a regular Baire space extension.
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